THE HOUSE

Development of the Modern Dwelling

IIT-STUDY ABROAD PROGRAM

England/Germany/Netherlands/Denmark 2019

JOHN DeSALVO / NATASCHA MEUSER/ MARIA CLARKE, INSTRUCTORS
ARCH 509- Materials: 3 Credits
Case Studies and special topic research project of a selected building

ARCH 468- Drawing from Travel- 3 Credits
Sketchbook and rendering course. Learn perspective, analytical drawing techniques as well as lessons in pencil, ink, watercolor and pastel

The 2 course four week, 6 credit elective curriculum will include travel to German England Netherlands Denmark
Dr. Natasha Meuser
Anhalt University, Dessau

John De Salvo
Illinois Institute of Technology

Prof. Maria Clarke
School of Architecture, HS Bremen
WEEK ONE
The summer research program begins in London with study of the Soane House followed by tours of projects in England that lay the groundwork for the later development of dwelling.

WEEK TWO
To celebrate the 100th anniversary of the Bauhaus movement in 2019, a cooperation between the Dessau Anhalt University and the Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago. A one-week joint excursion to Dessau & Berlin where students from both Institutions will document Bauhaus buildings through drawings and graphics.

WEEK THREE
Early twentieth century and mid century residential study will look at multifamily housing in Denmark with The School of Architecture at HS Bremen.

WEEK FOUR
Modern multifamily residential in the Netherlands. The later research and analytic drawing component will be in conjunction with the Hochchule Bremen.
Sir John Soane’s House Museum
John Soane
Holborn, London, England
Bauhaus
Walter Gropius
Dessau, Germany
Arbeitsamt (1929)
Dessau-Törten (1928)
Konsumgebäude (1928)
Meisterhäuser (1926)
Sony Headquarters
Sony Center
Steffen Duemler Tour
Berlin
MDRDV office tour in Rotterdam
Unite'd habitation, Le Corbusier

Olympic Stadium, Werner March/Albert Speer
Berlin
Neues Museum/
Neue National Expansion
David Chipperfield
Berlin
GSW Building
Sauerbruch Hutton Tour
Berlin
Sanssouci Palace, Potsdam, Germany
Altes Museum
Karl Friedrich Schinkel
Berlin
Crematorium
Axel Schultes
Berlin
Amsterdam - Canal boat cruise
Presentation with city planners in Amsterdam
Sonneveld House,
(Dutch Functionalist style)
Brinkman and Van der Vlugt
Rotterdam
Rotterdam
Market Hall - MVRDV
Van Nelle Factory
Johannes Brinkman
Rotterdam
Cubic Houses - Piet Blom
Copenhagen
Bicycle tour in Amsterdam
Mr. Per Hopfner @ 8 Housing
Tour- developer who discovered BIG architects
Tietgen Dormitory
Lundgaard & Tranberg
Copenhagen
Kolumba Museum
Peter Zumthor
Cologne
Bruder Klaus Field Chapel
Peter Zumthor
Tour with owner Frau Scheidtweiler
Bottrop, Germany
GERMANY/AMSTERDAM/DENMARK- PROGRAM-Projected Student Costs

* DENOTES MONEY COLLECTED BEFORE TRIP IN INSTALLMENTS ON DATES LISTED BELOW*

Airfare (estimate) BOOK YOURSELF-EARLY!!! ASAP $ 1000.00

Accommodation (see below) average $50.00/ Day * $ 1500.00*

Board- Meals (estimate-individual costs will vary) $ 1000.00

Intercity Travel* $ 100.00*

Eurail 5 day youth train pass (under 26 years old- one country) $ 220.00*

Airfare Denmark $250.00 Easyjet * Airfare to Amsterdam $250.00* $ 500.00*

Berlin city Monthly Pass 70.00 Euro/ $100.00(bought individually) $ 100.00

Museum Entry/ Tour costs vary and will be included as much as possible Estimated additional entry fees / attractions. * $ 200.00*

* DENOTES MONEY COLLECTED BEFORE TRIP IN INSTALLMENTS ON DATES LISTED BELOW*

TOTAL (Excludes Tuition Costs- SEE IIT web for those fees!) $ 4,620.00

PAYMENTS: Three payments MUST BE paid directly ON-LINE with debit or credit card to IIT at the following link:

First Installment $840.00 Due FEBRUARY 15,

Second Installment $840.00 Due MARCH 15,

Third Installment $840.00 Due APRIL 15,

TOTAL $2,520.00 All PAYMENTS Due to

After the 1 May, there will be NO refunds of any program fees paid by students to the University for travel so please make your program travel decisions before that time. Clarification- Intercity travel reservations are made by JDS early to get the best prices so refunds on program fee will not be possible to cover those expenses. Additionally, if fees are not all paid by May 1, your place in the program will be forfeited to the next on the wait list* denotes above items covered by money paid to IIT. (Accommodation, Easy-Jet to Amsterdam & Copenhagen, Entry Louisiana Museum, Tour of BIG Housing, Basic 5 day Train ticket around Germany)

NORMAL SUMMER TUITION FEE FOR CREDITS APPLIES see IIT website Financial packages apply

Accommodation: RIVERSIDE LODGE- Hobrechtstrasse 43/ Corner of Maybachufer (street name) in 12047 Berlin Phone 0049-30-69 515 510 email welcome@riverside-lodge.de

VISIT http://iit-berlinstudio.tripod.com/ FOR MORE INFORMATION - APPLY EARLY
For more information:
http://iit-berlinstudio.tripod.com

jdsdesign@sbcglobal.net

desalvo@iit.edu

or

Talk to me!